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In The Pits

By Michael Laible, President
Welcome to the new year! If you didn’t make
it to the JSCRCC Christmas party you missed
a good time. Not to get ahead of myself, but
hope to see you next year on the second
Thursday of December.

When I first started writing this article I decided
to write about “change”. Several items inspired
me to write about change. One was the changes happening at the club level - Newsletter
Editor and webpage, and finally changes at
AMA. I was reading my Fly RC and
noticed an ad for the new AMA Park
Pilot Program (PPP). WHATTTT, I never
heard anything about this. I knew AMA was
talking about it but I thought the subject
was dropped. Now I get the latest AMA
magizine and I notice Jim Cherry’s article
about change and the AMA PPP.
My first reaction is that dividing the membership is not a good thing. I have numerous questions. However, after reading Jim Cherry’s article I
will calm down and take a look at the specifics.

On a lighter note, the F6F Hellcat is coming along.
Below you can see the tail wheel retract installation. I started the wing middle section and will be
installing the main retracts and finally fitting the
wing to the body. I’ll keep everyone informed of
the progress.

In closing, I hope everyone had a great Christmas and received all sorts of
RC goodies. I hope we will be seeing all of the new goodies. Santa brought
me a completed P-51 with a magnum 1.20 four stroke and a Dirty
Birdy kit. I can’t wait to start the Dirty Birdy. This is a
classic sport pattern. I am looking to improve my piloting skills for the flying portion of scale meets
See ya at the field.
Mike

AeroWorks 1.20 Yak 54 QB (Quick Build)
By: Charlie Teixeira

I caught a picture of the AeroWorks Yak 54 in a recent magazine and
thought it was a neat looking airplane and the right size for one of the two
Saito 1.20s I had sitting on my workbench. After looking into the details
and several reviews I was convinced this would be my next airplane. It is
a 3D airplane, which is two dimensions more than I need, but the capability is there if I should ever get the urge to try some wild maneuvers.
Wing span is 72”.
The following is my experience on putting together this “Quick Build”
advertised as taking about 10 hours to assemble.
The plane is an ARF and designated as a Quick Build which supposedly
takes ARFs to the next level. Everything has been done
including mounting, drilling tapping, blind nuts set etc.
However, the manual which only comes on a CD, is 79
pages deep. For an ARF??? Upon further examination the
manual is extensive because of the level of detail which
I doubt is needed for someone trying a 3D airplane, obviously not a first airplane.
I started to build this plane with the CD manual going on
my laptop on my workbench (this technology is moving
too fast for me!).
I must admit that before I had finished I did print out all
79 pages so I could check off what I had completed and
noted what I had deferred and made notes about the
(few) changes I made.

The plane came well packaged in a double box to prevent shipping
damage. The external box obviously was the original shipping box from
China. Talk about cost cutting! The components were in perfect shape,
not a scratch or dent. Beautiful finish, excellent quality materials.
The first step was to check for any wrinkles and to re-shrink the
Oracover material which was only required in a few spots. All seams
and overlaps were hit with a heat iron with CA on the seams where fuel
penetration might be a problem.
Setting up the control surfaces was straight forward with all hinges
already epoxyed in place just requiring the mandatory pull test.
The wing panels and horizontal
stabilizer are mounted via carbon fiber tubes and some small
bolts.
Nothing needed to be done to the
fuselage except to add the supplied decals. The interior of the
fuselage, pictured below shows
the numerous slots/holes provided not only to reduce weight
but also provided ample places
to tie down radio gear.

The pull-pull rudder and tail wheel
installation was straight forward.
However, the tail wheel steering setup
was the one (and only) disappointment. The wheel just would not turn
reliably with the rudder. I played with
the tension on the supplied springs
until I got the wheel to function
reasonably well. Will have to see how
well the ground handling is, especially
on grass.

I went with Hitec high torque digital servos
and a NiMH battery (for the first time). I placed
the receiver battery up front on the thrust box
to set the CG based on a review article I had
read. However, in my case, the plane turned
out to be nose heavy and I ended up moving
the receiver battery and the glow driver battery
back to the point where no lead weights were
necessary for balance.

The engine installation was a snap, firewall drilled
and blind nuts already installed for the supplied
engine mount. In order to avoid cutting more nasty
holes in the cowl, I opted to go with a Saito flex
muffler out the bottom for a neat installation. Cutting out the necessary cowl vent holes etc was
very easy with the aid of the supplied templates.
The 15 oz fuel tank fit well into the recess, held in
place with a strap and surrounded by foam.

The plane ready to fly weighed
in at exactly 10 lbs which is the advertised
spec weight. The number of trial and error
battery placements with the required cowl
removals and re-installation blew my goal of
finishing in 10 hours. But at about the 15
hours it took was not bad. The finished product is a great looking airplane.

Now we will have to
see how well it flies.

CHRISTMAS PARTY
By Herman Burton

The 2007 annual Christmas party held at the Clear
Lake Park building was a rousing success. Many
members were able to attend, and several brought
their wives and children with them. Charlie
Teixiera, the newsletter editor for the past seven
years, brought along his mother in addition to
his wife.
The club furnished wonderful meat trays, cheeses,
fresh shrimp, bread and snacks. Other club
members brought their favorite snacks and
desserts. When you see Dave Hoffman at the next
meeting, give him a big hearty “Thank You, Dave!”
for the time and effort he spends ordering the food
trays, picking them up, bringing them to the
meeting, plus making a delicious punch that
everyone enjoys.
The next photo shows Dave Hoffman, club
treasurer, Chief Flight Instructor, and long time
officer of the club for nearly 40 years, as he looks at
the prize he won during the raffle for door prizes.
Thanks, Dave, for all you do for the Johnson Space
Center Radio Control Club.
The next photos show some of the members at the
meeting, enjoying themselves and visiting.
Everyone had a terrific time leading up to the
Model of the Year competition, which is discussed
in a separate article in this newsletter.

P-47D-25
FINISHING TOUCHES
By Herman Burton

A Little Control Line Fun
By: Michael Laible
Over the Christmas break I had a chance to fly my
old Skyray control line with my nephew. The flights
were highly successful and we only had to quit due
to a lack of 9x4 propellers (broke a few).
The first pic shows Daniel holding the Skyray with
the Cox .049. This .049 is the Golden Bee I flew
back in the late ‘60s.
The second pic shows Dan after a long flight. He
called himself one Dizzy Dan.
He enjoyed the flights and
eventually flew the complete
tank. I really think that we
miss opportunities with the
youth by not introducing a
simple control line flight.
As a closing note, if anyone
has old .049 parts laying
around I would love to acquire them to make a couple other complete running
.049s.

I have written several articles during 2007
about my first giant scale warbird, a TopFlite
P-47, built from a Gold Edition kit. From the
beginning of construction I wanted to build a
scale airplane, and to that end have included many scale features that were not part of
the kit. I am now essentially complete, and
am putting on the few remaining “Finishing
Touches”. I want to say a big “Thank you”
to club president Mike Laible for his assistance along the way. He has built several giant
warbird “gassers”, and his advice and counsel
have been invaluable.
Panel lines and access hatches on the wings
and fuselage add a nice realistic touch, and the
panel lines construction was described in an earlier article. The access hatches were made from
pure aluminum adhesive-backed air conditioning
plenum tape, cut to the correct size with scissors. After installation, they were scuffed up with
000 steel wool so paint would adhere to them.
The following photo shows a part of the fuselage
in front of the cockpit with some of the access
hatches and panel lines. Each access hatch had
from 4 to 6 flush screws for removal to get inside
the full size aircraft for maintenance. I sharpened
a 3/32” brass tube and gently hammered each
of these screw heads onto the hatch.
On many of my previous planes I have used the
standard decals furnished with the kit to add
the “Stars and Bars”, nose art, and other markings. Although they look nice, and are to scale,
it is obvious to everyone they are plastic decals.
I wanted a more realistic “painted” look to the
markings on this plane, and decided to use “dry
ink transfers”.

The beauty of these is they completely cover
the area in question with no bleed through. The
next photo shows the nose art of the plane I
am building. The nose of the plane had been
painted with army olive drab prior to the nose
art being applied. As can be seen in the photo,
the nose art has no bleed through. The finished
appearance looks quite close to markings that
are painted on.
The production model P-47 was furnished with
a 4-blade Hamilton propeller. The new 150-size
ARF P-47 from Hobby Lobby has a static display prop that is a good facsimile of the original
prop, so I bought one for display purposes for
this plane. A graphic artists’ supply house in
Massachusetts makes model airplane decals. I
was concerned that the dry ink transfers, which
I had put on the wings and fuselage, would take
too long for manufacture and shipping, so I
bought the Hamilton logos and trademark name
“Hamilton” as decals. Since they are quite
small, and are only on the static prop, hopefully no sour looks will be forthcoming for this
deviation from scale.

Any large cowling warbird looks better with a replica radial engine. Ziroli makes
a nice after market cast resin 9 cylinder replica radial, which was bought,
assembled, and painted for this plane. The next photo shows this radial
engine reproduction. The same photo also shows the checkerboard cowling. This portion of the paint job was quite time consuming, and tedious,
since each square, whether white or black, is not quite square, because the
cowling tapers inward from the end of the fuselage to the tip of the cowling.
But with the help of Frisket paper, a sharp Exacto knife, and several trial and
error mistakes, the finished appearance finally has a symmetrical look.
The color scheme of P-47’s for the European theater for most of WWII was Army
olive drab on the top of the wings and the top of the fuselage. The underside of
the wings and fuselage was painted neutral gray, to try to
camouflage the aircraft up in the sky as viewed from underneath. War Bird Colors makes exact color duplications
for the scale enthusiast, and I bought all colors for this
plane from this supplier. The paint is a water-based polyurethane, with heavy pigment content. The nice feature
of a water-based paint system is the ease of using and
cleaning up after spray painting. I found that it usually
required about 25% to 35% reduction by water to get
a thin material to spray paint. And being polyurethane,
when the paint is completely dry (several months) it is
tough, and does not chip easily.
Scale machine guns, air speed pitot and a radio antenna
mast were added for realism. Since all of these features stick out away from the plane, they are susceptible to getting broken off during transport and handling.
To solve this problem, I made all of these components
removable by using telescoping brass tubing as the
“male-female” parts. One small dot of thin CA glue is
more than enough to create enough interference that
the parts will not come apart easily.
A scale cockpit, pilot, retractable main landing gear,
wheels and a steerable retractable tail wheel complete the features I have added to make this P-47D-25
bubbletop a close replica to Lt. Frank Oiler’s “Eileen”,
S/N 228875. I have had a lot of fun building this
plane, and am looking forward to flying it.

By Michael Laible

Mike Laible's Great Planes Cub
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Out of the seven Model of the Months, three showed up for the Model of the Year contest.
The models were Mike Laible with his Great Planes Cub with floats, Ron Madsen with his highly modified Patriot, and finally
Ken Whites Modified Senior telemaster, also highly modified.
The vote was close for all places but Ken white won out for first and Mike Laible and Ron Madsen tied for second.
Congratulations to all the participants and I can’t wait to see next years MOM and the MOY. I must point out that Ken White
has won three years in a row. In addition, he has informed me he will be completing a DR VIII (or something that fly’s slow with
two wings). So guys and gals, lets get the creative juices going and show our best models. I do know of at least a very nice P-47,
hopefully my F6F and maybe a B-24 will be shown this year.

CHRISTMAS PARTY
Photos by Taswall Crowson
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